The Maine we love.

For everyone, forever.
It’s only through donations that we can care for Mayberry Hill.
Please support Loon Echo Land Trust today.
lelt.org/donate or Venmo @loonecholandtrust

The Trails

Loop Trail: 0.9 mi  Less than a mile with a noticeable change in elevation. Some rocks and roots to navigate over. Stone benches are located at intervals along the trail.

The trail starts at the kiosk, visible from the road. Following the main loop trail clockwise, there is a downhill slope for a third of a mile. Look for history as you walk. Stone walls and barbed wire fences are evidence of agricultural uses in previous centuries. As the trail starts to go downhill more steeply, it passes a rocky outcrop on the left, a former quarry pit where foundation stones were cut from ledge.

The second leg of the trail is relatively flat, but with uneven footing over rocks and tree roots. The third leg of the loop also has sections of uneven footing. As you near the end of the loop there is an intersection with the Field Trail.

Field Trail: 0.1 mi  Flat, even footing. The Field Trail connects back through blueberry bushes to the Loop Trail near the kiosk.

Use Guidelines

• Carry out what you bring in
• Foot traffic only
• Keep dogs under control and carry out pet waste
• Respect wildlife
• Open dawn to dusk
• No fires, no camping
• Commercial and group use by permission only
• Hunting is allowed, wear blaze orange in season

About Loon Echo Land Trust (LELT)

LELT is an accredited, non-profit land trust. The organization was formed in 1987 to protect the land and natural resources of the northern Sebago Lake region of Maine. Today, LELT protects over 8,500 acres of land and manages over 32 miles of trails in Bridgton, Casco, Denmark, Harrison, Naples, Raymond, and Sebago.

About Mayberry Hill Preserve

In 1990, John and Nancy Gillis donated this land, making it LELT’s first preserve. Mayberry Hill Preserve consists of approximately 160 acres of mixed woodlands, meadow and streams. Deeded restrictions require LELT to protect the essential natural character of the land for all time. The property is managed as open space for scientific, recreational and educational uses and sustainable forestry.

The forest, field, and wetlands are habitats for a large variety of animals and birds, plants and flowers. Visitors can see young woods, as well as evidence of old logging roads and stone walls, telling the story of farmland long overgrown.

Parking: 401 Mayberry Hill Rd, Casco. Vehicles should park along the side of the road at the trailhead, with the wheels well off the roadway.
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